
press and hold the sync button on the camera for 15 seconds then remove the battery. Wait for 5 seconds then add th
e camera again using the Arlo app. Make sure the camera is close to the Smart Hub for about 1-3 feet when adding it
.  
  
  
Thesis on ARLO  
  
System worked OK untill early January, just around the 6th when I swapped in the new server. Granted the new serv
er shouldn't have ANY effect with the system.   
  
As I started the process of trouble shooting, I was told that the original base station was dead. What I have discovere
d today though, is if you change the port forwarding settings on your router, before changing it on the base station (I 
don't even know where to find those settings on the base station) it will "brick" it as you won't beable to go into the b
ase station to change the settings. EDIT: Found these settings but I don't think this was my issue, I never set up port 
forwarding obv.  
  
Regradless, as the tech told me it was dead I found a new base station (BS for now on lol) and ordered that. All of th
eir BS are out of stock, wonder why... Now that I have that, I can reliably connect it to the network, but I cannot con
nect any cameras to it. Apparently ports 123, 443, and 80 are blocked on the router or isp.  
  
So what I am thinking now is that I need to change those. But based off of what I had read before wouldn't changing
 those brick my NEW hub? I can't even find where I could change the port forwarding settings in the base station.   
  
Otherwise I am pretty lost as to what else I could do. Maybe just take it somewhere else and see if I can even get the 
cameras to pair on another network.   
  
Anyway, just my thoughts so far on this BS  
  
2/15  
  
Just had a MONUMENTAL breakthough. As I was writing an email to IT about getting some ports opened, one of t
he cameras connected! So, that means the cameras are NOT broken? Well, atleast that one is not. While it's great tha
t one camera connected, I am running into the same issue as before; THE BASE STATION WON'T STAY CONNE
CTED. It seems to be going back and forth randomly. Maybe I should time it? Atleast the one camera I did connect 
gets recognized as soon as the hub is online.   
  
Best thing is that I know that connecting to the switch means that it is on the network.  
  
I will try and add the other cameras, see if I can trouble shoot the hub spottiness too. Oh, and will probably be orderi
ng cables as the cameras are only good to -4.   
  
Another update! The base station seemed to be fine, for a little while. I wanted to see if I could get the camera live, a
nd it dissconected again! It was out for about REDACTED (read watch wrong lol) or so. I am now going to time the 
up time, as it should be about 5 min before going out? Might be worth tryig to set up the old base station too.   
  
If the hub stays up for 10 min or so, I will try and connect live to see if that is causing a dissconect.   
  
at the 11 min mark I attempted to live view cam 1, it took 1m37sec for anything to happen. Result: DC. It only took 
15 sec for it to come back online though/  
  
Attempt 2: Right after, about 37 seconds it dced for just a second. The base station still seems online though.   
  
Attempt 3: live view in 9 sec! It looked great until I turned on the flash which caused the image to freeze before acci
dentically hitting stop. Now is attempting to recconnect, so far taking 1 min 33sec. After 30~ sec base station came b



ack online. It seems the base station is somewhat reliable now, just not when showing footage.   
  
Attempt 4: After 1m03s the stop botton disapeared. Regardless DCd at 2m10s, I wonder if it has a timeout feature th
at is causing it all to fail? Came back online at 1m5s.   
  
Attempt 5: DCd at 2m10s, maybe there is a timeout? Why the fuck does it kill the fucking base station?????? Back o
n in 1m50s  
  
Attempt 6: DCd at 35s~ (Didn't see when it DCd), back on in 1m4s~  
  
Attempt 7: DCd at 37s, as of 3m mark it has not come back online. Will wait till 10 min before redoing the power. A
t 6m4s BS came back online (forgot I was calling it that)  
  
Attempt 8: DCd at 37s again, (Raising idea that there is a timeout.) up at 2m20s  
  
Attempt 9: DCd at 37s (hmmm), up at 25s or so.  
  
Attempt 10: DCd at 37s, (I believe it might actually be 35s but latecy causing the app to update slower?) up at 31s.   
  
Interesting results, this was with camera labeled 1. I will now try to add another camera! Important to note that even 
though I can't live view with cam 1, motion detection seems spot on. Curious.   
  
Cam 2 I was able to add first try! thought it shows BS offline while at the same time cam 1 says otherwise. Like cam
 1 it says bandwith poor. Which shouldn't be the case as is right next to the BS. (cam 2 online now) The poor bandwi
th I would believe is due to the fact that the BS is using a ethernet extension which I know has a low signal. (Cam 2 
says BS offline again.) Possible that the BS can't create a strong enough network? Unsure, I think I will look into ho
w the powerline ethernet adapted reacts when trying to run a router off of it, as that is bassically what the BS is.  
  
Checking to see if Cam 2 will live view. DCd at 35s, but only cam 2. It seems the BS remained online. Cam 2 says o
therwise. Attempt 2 was the same, aside from it taking 2m10s to say it DCd.  
  
Cam 3 connected first try. Checking to see if it will go live: Went live at 25s! Quickly went back to connecting thou
gh, must be bandwith limit.   
  
As luck would have it Cam 4 does not seem to connect. I will leave it to charge over night, and try again tomorrow. 
Weird.   
  
2/16  
  
Cam 4 still will not connect, but I will try it again out in the garage. My current thoughts would suggest that the gara
ge having less interference should net me a somewhat stable system again. 


